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Abstract

In this work, we study the thermo-mechanical behavior of metallic structures designed to significantly change shape in response
to thermal stimuli. This behavior is achieved by arranging two metals with different coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE),
Aluminum and Titanium, as to create displacement-amplifying units that can expand uniaxially. In particular, our design comprises
a low-CTE bar surrounded by a high-CTE frame that features flexure hinges and thicker links. When the temperature increases,
the longitudinal expansion of the high-CTE portion is geometrically constrained by the low-CTE bar, resulting in a large tangential
displacement. Our design is guided by theoretical models and numerical simulations. We validate our approach by fabricating and
characterizing individual units, one dimensional arrays and three-dimensional structures. Our work shows that structurally robust
metallic structures can be designed for large shape changes. The results also demonstrate how harsh environmental conditions (e.g.,
the extreme temperature swings that are characteristic of extraterrestrial environments) can be leveraged to produce function in a
fully passive way.

Keywords: Adaptive structures, Architected solids, Extreme thermal expansion, Displacement amplification mechanisms,
Environment-triggered morphing, Space structures

1. Introduction

In most engineering applications requiring extreme environ-
ments, structures have to be designed to resist deformations
during large temperature variations. For example, components
of internal combustion engines, biomedical devices and space-
craft can be exposed to extreme, yet predictable, temperature
changes. The increasing need for new, light-weight, multifunc-
tional materials has motivated studies on materials and struc-
tures with tailored coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) [1]
and, especially, low or negative CTE. One way to obtain such
properteis is by engineering materials with peculiar microstruc-
tures [2–7]. Another strategy consists of designing structures
featuring arrangements of two or more materials with differ-
ent CTEs [8–13]. For example,creating multi-layer solids with
zero CTE [14] and architected unit cells arranged in periodic
media [15] with extreme thermal expansion [8, 16]. Two-
dimensional zero-CTE architected structures were then realized
at the macroscale [17–20], and at the microscale [21], to cre-
ate thin thermally-stable films that are potentially applicable as
space telescope mirrors. Recently, others have extended this
paradigm to hierarchical arrangements with theoretically un-
bounded thermal expansion [22] and three-dimensional struc-
tures with tailorable CTE, including zero or negative [23–27]
values.
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In recent years, there have been also a few demonstrations of
structures that can leverage temperature changes to attain me-
chanical motion. A typical example is that of bi-metallic beams
and plates that can significantly change shape when heated. For
example, bi-metal springs have been used to passively actuate
louvers for the thermal regulation of spacecrafts [28]. Recently,
the use of bi-metallic cantilevers has been used to achieve sim-
ilar motion, both in the context of space structures [29] and
building envelopes or façades [30]. Moving beyond simple
bilayers, which restrict the available shapes and structural re-
sponses that can be achieved, others have explored more com-
plex architectures with the same goal of obtaining large dis-
placements. Examples include origami [31], kirigami [32, 33],
metamaterials featuring bi-layer faces and connections, knitted
arrays of thermally responsive fibers [34], as well as bi-material
lattices capable of extreme shape changes [35]. The combina-
tion of architecture and material properties can allow significant
shape morphing in response to temperature variations. For ex-
ample, structures composed of liquid crystal elastomers [36]
or shape memory materials [37–39] benefit from the temper-
ature responsiveness and large deformability of their constitu-
tive elements. However, adapting these architectures to typical
structural materials (e.g., metals) is quite challenging, since the
CTE of metals is smaller than those found, for example, in LCE
polymers. In addition, the elastic-plastic behavior common in
metallic elements poses additional challenges when designing
structures undergoing large deformations.

Designing metallic structures capable of large thermal ex-
pansion involves engineering mesoscale architectures that can
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leverage the small thermal strains typical of metals (∼ 10−6/◦C)
to produce large global displacements. In other contexts,
e.g., to amplify piezoelectric strains [40–46], to harvest en-
ergy [47, 48] or attenuate vibrations [49–51], a similar goal
has been achieved using displacement amplification mecha-
nisms. Typically, these mechanisms comprise a combination
of rigid links and compliant hinges designed to leverage geo-
metric constraining. They can lead to very large displacement
amplification factors (e.g., 25× [44]) and can be also engi-
neered to obtain bending motion [40]. In order to increase the
overall stroke, researchers have used arrays of displacement-
amplifying units [40, 41]. It is to be noted that few have also
explored these mechanisms in the context of thermal displace-
ments but, typically, at the microscale [52, 53] or relying on
bi-metallic flexures that are challenging to fabricate [27, 54].

In this study, we couple two metals with relatively high and
low thermal expansion to create two- and three-dimensional
structures capable of shape morphing, i.e., of achieving large
overall deformations. Our two-dimensional displacement am-
plifying unit stems from the idea that the longitudinal motion
of the high-CTE outer frame is constrained by the low-CTE in-
ner bar. This, in turn, causes the outer frame to expand in the
transverse direction when the structure is heated [35].We con-
sider a compliant mechanism-inspired design that is suitable to
work with metals that are typically required for spacecraft and
planetary landers. Provided that the out-of-plane thickness of
our structure is sufficiently large, the tangential expansion due
to thermal expansion will only occur along the desired, in-plane
direction. If we resort to an Aluminum-Titanium material cou-
ple (Al-6061-T6 and Grade 5 Ti-6Al-4V), our structure has the
ability to almost double its width in response to a temperature
change of 100◦C. This bi-material selection and temperature
range has direct application to the lunar surface, where struc-
tures have historically been fabricated from aluminum and tita-
nium and where a predictable temperature swing of a few hun-
dred degrees occurs between lunar day and night. We begin
with a detailed numerical and theoretical analysis of a single
unit with a particular focus on the analysis of the compliant
hinges of the unit. Our theoretical model accounts for the elas-
ticity of the structure and allows to probe in detail the influence
of all design parameters. We then proceed to experimentally
test micro-waterjet-manufactured arrays of ten units, and three-
dimensional structures obtained by assembling multiple arrays.
Our work provides insight into the realization of macroscopic,
shape-morphing metallic structures that can leverage extreme
environmental conditions to passively perform desired func-
tions. This is particularly appealing to create low-part-count
space structures, e.g., passive switches and deployable solar
arrays for lunar applications, and passive louvers for thermal
regulation. While our structures are assemblies of waterjet-cut
parts, we envision the possibility of manufacturing them as a
single part via direct energy deposition additive manufacturing
technologies.

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe
our structure, its design parameters and its numerical response.
In Section 3, we introduce and compare a purely-kinematic
model and a mechanics-based model, and use the latter to study

the influence of the design parameters on the structure expan-
sion. In Section 4, we experimentally validate our results for
a Ti-Al material couple. In Section 5, we modify our design
to create structures that can morph during the lunar day-night
cycle without undergoing plastic deformation. The conclusions
of our work are drawn in Section 6.

2. Unit cell design and finite element analysis

A sketch of our unit, which represents the building block we
use to create displacement-amplifying structures, is shown in
Fig. 1. It comprises a high-CTE frame (light gray shaded area)

Fig. 1: Sketch of the displacement-amplifying unit analyzed in our finite el-
ement simulations, with its characteristic dimensions. The drawing is not on
scale; refer to the text for the correct dimensions. The structure is symmetric
about the dash-dot axes. The light gray outer frame is the high-CTE part; the
inner dark gray bar is the low-CTE part.

and a low-CTE bar (dark gray shaded area). The two parts are
assumed to be perfectly bonded at their interface. This design
is inspired by a geometry for displacement amplification intro-
duced in the context of vibration control [49], and it essentially
differs from it for the addition of the low-CTE bar. This inner
bar (hereby called beam 1) has length l1 and thickness t1. The
high-CTE part comprises beams of length l3 and thickness t3
(beams 3) connected by flexure hinges of length l4 and thick-
ness t4 (beams 4). Beams of type 3 are connected to the low-
CTE bar via high-CTE blocks and flexure hinges of length l2
and thickness t2 (beams 2). In the following, unless otherwise
specified, we set the following default geometrical parameters:
l2 = l4 = 6 mm, t2 = t4 = 1 mm, l3 = 79 mm, t1 = t3 = 2 mm
and l1 = 2l2 + 2l3 + l4. Note that the size of the high-CTE
blocks at the left and right edges of the unit does not play a ma-
jor role in its thermomechanical response; we set l5 = 12 mm
and t5 = t1 + 2t3 + 2tg, where tg = 0.25 mm is the thickness
of the gap between beams 1 and 2. Finally, we add small con-
nectors on beams 4, to facilitate the connection of one unit to
others. These features have length l6 = 1.5 mm and thickness
t6 = 0.375 mm, and de facto reduce the length of the flexure
hinges of type 4.

Our first step is to perform numerical simulations on this
unit. To do so, we resort to the commercial finite element
(FE) platform Abaqus/Standard. We consider a 3D model
of our structure with depth b = 3 mm. We select 20-node
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bi-quadratic elements. To produce large deformations in re-
sponse to changes in temperature, we select materials with
significantly-different CTE (α). While combinations of poly-
mers and polymers/metals offer the largest ∆α, we choose ma-
terials that are relevant for space structures. The inner, low-
CTE bar is made of Titanium (Ti-6-4, EL = 115 GPa, νL =

0.34, αL = 8.6 10−6/◦C) and the outer high-CTE frame is
made of Aluminum (Al-6061-T4, EH = 70 GPa, νH = 0.33,
αH = 23.1 10−6/◦C) [55]. The behavior of these materials
is assumed to be elastic-plastic with no strain hardening; the
yield strength of the selected aluminum alloy is σY = 260 MPa,
while that of titanium is σY = 950 MPa. We also assume the
coefficients of thermal expansion to be constant over large tem-
perature changes. The simulation results for a single unit are
summarized in Fig. 2. The initial temperature is Ti = 20◦C,

Fig. 2: (a) Total vertical displacement of a unit featuring the dimensions written
in the main text, as a function of the temperature increment. The initial temper-
ature for our simulation is Ti = 20◦C. (b) Horizontal displacement of the unit
as a function of the temperature increment. (c) Undeformed unit (∆T = 0◦C).
(d) Unit at ∆T = 80◦C, with details illustrating the von Mises stress at two
representative flexures.

while the final one is T f = Ti + ∆T . As we increase the temper-
ature, the structure expands in the y direction, as shown in the
total vertical displacement plot of Fig. 2(a). In particular, we
can appreciate that the compliant beams (#2 and #4) undergo
quite large deformation due to geometric non linearity, which
cannot be captured by linear FE analysis. At ∆T = 80 ◦C, we
reach a total displacement of 5.8 mm, corresponding to a ver-
tical strain εy = 0.8. The expansion is almost uniaxial, and
the horizontal displacement of the overall unit (ux) is negligi-
ble with respect to the vertical one, as shown in Fig. 2(b). To
visualize the deformation, we report the undeformed structure
at ∆T = 0 ◦C and the expanded one at ∆T = 80 ◦C in Fig. 2(c)
and (d), respectively. The details in Fig. 2(d) highlight the von
Mises stress maps at representative flexure hinges; the maxi-

mum value (σM ≈ 160 MPa) is achieved at flexure 4, and it is
of the same order of magnitude but lower than the yield strength
of our aluminum of choice. This highlights that particular care
needs to be placed in designing the compliant hinges to avoid
plastic deformation for a prescribed temperature variation.

Later in this article, we analyze the behavior of stacks of units
connected by means of the small connectors on beams of type
4 shown in Fig. 1. Note that, in these cases, the expansion of
an array of units scales linearly with the number of units in
the array. This implies that we neglect gravity effects in our
calculations.

3. Theoretical analysis and influence of design parameters

To better understand the influence of the design parameters
on the structure response, without the need for numerical sim-
ulations, we develop simplified theoretical models. First, we
treat our structure as a pin-jointed mechanism, by considering
a purely-kinematic model. Afterwards, we introduce bending
and stretching, to obtain a better approximation of the actual
structural response, and to understand the role of the individual
beam elasticity in the unit cell response.

3.1. Kinematic model
As a first step, we analyze a pin-jointed (bar and hinge) ana-

log of our cell. This analog model is illustrated in Fig. 3(a).
Due to symmetry, we consider a quarter of the unit, and we re-

Fig. 3: (a) Schematic of the pin-jointed representation of a quarter of our unit.
(b) Total vertical and (c) horizontal elongation of the unit as a function of the
temperature increment. The dashed black line represents the nonlinear FEM
reference, while the continuous blue lines come from the kinematic model, for
different choices of lL.

place it with pin-jointed trusses that can only deform axially. In
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particular, the low-CTE half-bar is replaced by a bar of length
lL. A quarter of the high-CTE frame is replaced by a bar of
length lH = lL cos θ, where θ = arctan tH/lL is the inclination of
the bar in the undeformed configuration and tH = t3− t2/2− t4/2
is the vertical distance between the midpoints of flexure hinges
2 and 4. The choice of lL strongly affects the response of this
purely-kinematic model. We can either choose to account for
half of flexure 4 and the whole flexure 2 (lL = l3 + l2 + l4/2),
or half of flexure 4 and half of flexure 2 (lL = l3 + l2/2 + l4/2),
or half of flexure 2 and half of the effective flexure of length
(l4 − l6)/2 (lL = l3 + l2 + l4/4).

Using Gruebler’s equation for the kinematics of rigid bodies,
we can calculate the number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) of
our mechanism:

DOF = 3(n − 1) − 2 j1 − j2 , (1)

where n = 2 is the number of links (including the ground link)
and ji is the number of joints with i DOFs (e.g., j1 is the number
of joints with 1 DOF). In our case, due to the boundary condi-
tions that mimic the symmetry of our unit, we can neglect the
horizontal bar and replace the left-most slider with a grounded
pin. Thus, we have n = 3 (the H bar, the vertical slider and the
ground link), j1 = 3 (two pin-joints and one slider), and j2 = 0.
Thus, Eq. 1 yields DOF = 0; this highlights that our mecha-
nism reduces to a statically determinate structure and that any
motion can be ascribed solely to thermal expansion.

As we increase the temperature from Ti to T f = Ti + ∆T and
both bars elongate, the low-CTE one remains horizontal due to
the boundary conditions stemming from symmetry. Its length
after expansion is

lL(T f ) = lL (1 + αL∆T ) . (2)

The high-CTE bar expands more than the low-CTE one since
we chose αH > αL; its final length is

lH(T f ) = lH (1 + αH∆T ) , (3)

The increased expansion is accommodated by a rotation of the
high-CTE bar about the left-most pin, which causes the overall
structure to elongate vertically. The total vertical displacement
of the unit, described by a kinematic model of a quarter of the
structure, is calculated as

uy(T f ) = 2
(√

lH(T f )2 − lL(T f )2 − tH

)
, (4)

and its dependency on ∆T is shown in Fig. 3(b). We can see that
this model overestimates the vertical displacement with respect
to the nonlinear FE model, regardless of the choice of lH . In
particular, this overestimation is more pronounced for small ∆T
values. The case that better resembles our numerics is lL =

l3 + l2 + l4/4 − l6/4, which represents pin joints placed at the
middle of the flexure hinges, as commonly done in compliant
mechanism analysis [56].

There are two main reasons why this model does not fully
capture the behavior of our structure: i) the kinematics are
based on the assumption of pin-joints that, as mentioned, is

sensitive to the selection of lL; ii) after thermal expansion, the
length of lL in our model is not affected by the presence of the
high-CTE frame. In reality this frame, expanding more than
the inner bar, pulls the bar outwardly causing it to elongate fur-
ther. This is visible in Fig. 3(c), where we plot the elongation
of the low-CTE bar and compare numerical and theoretical pre-
dictions; we can clearly see that the latter underestimates the
inner bar elongation. This underestimation is worse if we select
lL to be shorter than its actual value lL = l3 + l2 + l4/2.

3.2. Mechanistic model

Given the limitations of the purely-kinematic model, we de-
velop a model that accounts for the elasticity of the high- and
low-CTE portions of the beams. To understand its main fea-
tures, refer to the schematics of Fig. 4. Note that these im-
ages are manipulated FEM results where the displacements are
magnified to aid our explanation. Considering the outer frame

Fig. 4: (a-e) Schematics illustrating that, due to thermal expansion, the low-
CTE bar elongates more than its nominal extension, i.e., it elongates of 2dlL +

2 ¯dlL instead of 2dlL = αL2lL(∆T ). (a,b) Standalone high-CTE frame before
and after thermal expansion. (c,d) Standalone low-CTE bar before and after
thermal expansion. (e) Magnified deformation of the whole unit after thermal
expansion.

as a standalone element, thermal expansion causes its inner
void to elongate of an amount 2dlH = 2lLαH∆T , as shown in
Fig. 4(a,b), where lL is chosen as l1/2 to be consistent with
Fig. 3(a). Considering the inner bar as a standalone element,
thermal expansion causes it to elongate of 2dlL = 2lLαL∆T , as
shown in Fig. 4(c,d). Since αH > αL, we have that dlH > dlL.
Thus, when we consider the two parts together as shown in
Fig. 4(e), the outer frame will pull outwardly on the low-CTE
bar, causing it to elongate of an additional amount 2 ¯dlL.

As a first step in our model, we derive the potential energy of
the high-CTE frame, and use it to determine the force exerted
by this part on the low-CTE bar. Our first assumption, moti-
vated by the magnified FEM result shown in Fig. 4(e), is that all
beams of the outer frame deform by pure bending. We further
assume that, after deformation, the end angle of beams of type
2 is dθ, the end angle of the flexures having length l4/2 − l6/2
is dθ, and each half of the type 3 beams is bent of dθ. Recalling
that the potential energy of a beam in pure bending with an end
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angle θ can be calculated as

U =
EI
2l
θ2 , (5)

the total potential energy of our structure is

UT = 2
EH I2

l2
dθ2 + 4

EH I4

l4 − l6
dθ2 + 8

EH I3

l3
dθ2 , (6)

where I2, I3, I4 are the second moments of area of beams of
type 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Assuming small angles, an as-
sumption that is reasonable when the cell is much longer along
x than along y, and considering small temperature increments
(see Appendix A), we can rewrite dθ as

dθ =
dlH − dlL − ¯dlL

tH + uy/2
, (7)

were dlH , dlL and ¯dlL have been previously defined and are il-
lustrated in Fig. 4(b,d), uy is here intended as the overall vertical
displacement of the structure at the previous temperature incre-
ment and tH = t3− t2/2− t4/2. In light of this definition, we can
rewrite the potential energy as

UT =
1
2

(
4

EH I2

l2(2tH + uy)2 + 8
EH I4

(l4 − l6)(2tH + uy)2

+16
EH I3

l3(2tH + uy)2

)
(2dlH − 2dlL − 2 ¯dlL)2

=
1
2

kH(2dlH − 2dlL − 2 ¯dlL)2 . (8)

In the last equation, we defined kH as the axial stiffness of the
high-CTE frame. Taking a derivative with respect to (2dlH −

2dlL−2 ¯dlL), we obtain an expression for the axial force exerted
by the high-CTE frame on the low-CTE bar:

FH = kH(2dlH − 2dlL − 2 ¯dlL) . (9)

With the axial stiffness of the high-CTE frame determined,
we can now solve the force equilibrium at the interface between
the two materials and derive the updated elongation of the low-
CTE bar, dlL + ¯dlL. To do so, we set

FH = kH(2dlH − 2dlL − 2 ¯dlL) = kL2 ¯dlL = FL , (10)

where kL = ELA1/(2lL) is the axial stiffness of the low-CTE
bar. Manipulating this last equation yields an expression for the
updated elongation:

¯dlL =
kH

kH + kL
(dlH − dlL) . (11)

This calculation needs to be repeated at each temperature incre-
ment; at each step, we update dlH , dlL, but also kH , recalling
that the latter is a function of uy. In our computations, where
we consider a discrete number of small temperature increments
(< 1 ◦C), we consider uy = uy(∆Tn−1) at increment ∆Tn.

Finally, we use the updated half-bar elongation dlL + ¯dlL to
derive the vertical displacement for the current temperature in-
crement. This step is carried out using the kinematic description

Fig. 5: (a) Total vertical elongation of the unit and (b) elongation of the low-
CTE bar as a function of the temperature increment. The dashed black line
represents the nonlinear FEM reference, while the continuous red lines are ob-
tained from the mechanistic model, for different choices of lL. (c) Total vertical
elongation of the unit and (d) elongation of the low-CTE bar for different values
of t1 (thickness of the low-CTE bar), for lL = l3 + l2 + l4/2.

derived in the previous section and sketched in Fig. 3(a). First
of all, we calculate the extensions of the high- and low-CTE
bars as

lL(T f ) = lL(Ti) + dlL + ¯dlL , (12)

lH(T f ) = lH (1 + αH∆T ) . (13)
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Then, we insert these values into Eq. 4 to find the overall verti-
cal displacement of our structure, uy(T f ). Please note that, once

again, the choice of lL (and, consequently, of lH =

√
t2
H + l2L)

affects the results as illustrated in Fig. 5(a,b). Here the verti-
cal displacement of the whole unit and the horizontal displace-
ment of the low-CTE bar (u1x) are plotted as a function of the
temperature increment for given values of lL. The curves are
compared to the those obtained from the nonlinear FE model.
For all values of lL, we can see that the mechanistic model cap-
tures the mechanics of the structure more accurately than the
purely-kinematic one. This is particularly clear from the uy

plot, where we can appreciate that the curves from the model
capture the trends of the numerical results, i.e., the convexity
near the origin that morphs into a concavity as the temperature
increases. From the u1x plot, we can observe that the model
generally overestimates the horizontal elongation of the low-
CTE bar; however, the prediction is still superior with respect
to the purely-kinematic one in Fig. 3(c) and Section 3.1, which
did not account for any influence of the high-CTE frame on the
low-CTE elongation. If we choose lL to include the whole flex-
ure 2 and half of flexure 4 (lL = l3 + l2 + l4/2), the vertical
elongation matches the numerics very well. For this reason, we
consider this value of lL in the remainder of the article.

To probe the accuracy of the model, we report results for
three values of t1, the thickness of the low-CTE bar. Recall that
the value we use up to this point is t1 = 2 mm. Fig. 5(c) shows
that t1 = 2 mm is the value for which the model best matches
the FE results. If we decrease t1 to 1 mm or if we increase it
to 4 mm, thereby respectively increasing or decreasing the total
longitudinal elongation of the cell after thermal expansion with
respect to the t1 = 2 mm case, the discrepancy in both u1x and uy

increases. We ascribe these discrepancies to two main reasons.
First, the assumption that each half of the type 3 beams bends
of an angle dθ is not always exact since bulky flexures might
require to keep into account shear effects. Second, using pin-
jointed kinematics to predict the total vertical elongation of the
cell can also lead to inaccuracies.

3.3. Influence of the design parameters

The mechanistic model can now help us assess the influence
of the design parameters on the overall thermal expansion of
our structure. To do so, we plot the equivalent thermal expan-
sion (αeq) of the unit in the direction of maximum displace-
ment, i.e., along y. First, we set the geometric parameters to
the default values introduced in Sec. 2, and analyze the influ-
ence of the material parameters, i.e., the Young’s moduli ratio
EL/EH and the mismatch between CTEs of the base materials
(∆α = αH −αL). Fig. 6(a) shows the design map, where the cir-
cular markers highlight the results for three material couples of
interest: (i) Ti as low-CTE and Al as high-CTE metal; (ii) Invar
as low-CTE and Mg (alloy AZ31B) as high-CTE metal, where
we select EL = 141 GPa, αL = 1.6 10−6/◦C, EH = 45 GPa,
αH = 26 10−6/◦C; (iii) Invar as low-CTE and Steel (AISI
1040) as high-CTE metal, where we select EL = 141 GPa,
αL = 1.6 10−6/◦C, EH = 193 GPa, αH = 11.3 10−6/◦C. We can

Fig. 6: Mechanistic prediction of the influence of the design parameters on
the equivalent CTE of one unit αeq. (a) Influence of the material properties
(Young’s moduli and CTE mismatch) for the default geometry parameters of
Sec. 2. The thick black line marks EL/EH = 1. (b) Influence of the geometrical
parameters, for three material couples. From top to bottom, we analyze: the
ratio between tH = t3 − t2/2 − t4/2 and the low-CTE bar half-length lL; the
thickness of the low-CTE bar, t1 (with t3 constant); the flexure length l2 = l4
(with l1 = 2lL constant); the flexure thickness ratio t2/t3.
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observe that, predictably, increasing ∆α causes a significant in-
crease of αeq. The influence of EL/EH is minimal unless we se-
lect values of αeq close to or smaller than one, e.g., in the case of
Invar-Steel. The surface plot highlights that the αeq of the unit
structure is three orders of magnitude larger than the CTE of the
constituent materials; in particular αeq ≈ 9.6 10−3/◦C for Ti/Al,
αeq ≈ 14.7 10−3/◦C for Invar/Mg, and αeq ≈ 4.6 10−3/◦C for
Invar/Steel.

For the three material couples mentioned above, we now as-
sess the influence of the geometrical parameters of the unit. We
show all these results in Fig. 6(b), where αeq is plotted versus
four nondimensional parameters: lL/tH , t1/t2, l2/(2lL) and t2/t3.
Note that we set l2 = l4 and t2 = t4, and that all the geometri-
cal parameters not being analyzed are set to the default values
of Section 2. The first plot from the top in Fig. 6(b) shows the
influence of the aspect ratio of the unit, lL/tH (lL is the half-
length of the low-CTE bar, and tH = t3 − t2/2 − t4/2 is the
mismatch in height between the centerpoints of flexures 4 and
2). We observe that an increase of lL/tH causes an increase of
αeq. To gauge the influence of the elastic moduli of the high-
and low-CTE parts, we plot the equivalent thermal expansion as
a function of the ratio t1/t3, knowing that this parameter affects
the effective stiffness of our structure. Increasing t1 causes the
structure to be stiffer axially and to elongate more along y, as
also shown in Fig. 5(d) and as discussed in Sec. 3.2. However,
larger t1 values imply that a certain vertical displacement yields
a smaller vertical strain. The latter effect is clearly dominat-
ing, as αeq decreases with increasing t1/t3. Below t1/t3 = 0.1,
the low-CTE bar has a vanishing axial stiffness; this, in turn,
causes the high-CTE frame to become insensitive to the axial
stiffness of the low-CTE bar and αeq to drop. Changing the pa-
rameter l2/(2lL), i.e., the length of the flexure divided by the
overall length of the low-CTE bar, has minor effects on αeq as
we show in the third plot from the top in Fig. 6(b). Note that
too small values of l2/(2lL) are bound to break the assumption
regarding the angles subtended by the various beams during de-
formation. This assumption is also broken for large values of
t2/t3, i.e., when the thickness of the flexure hinge is compara-
ble to the thickness of the thicker high-CTE beams (beams of
type 3). From the t2/t3 plot, we can see that the three material
couples behave differently: in the neighborhood of the default
value t2/t3 = 0.5, αeq increases with t2/t3 for Invar/Mg, keeps
constant for Ti/Al and decreases for Invar/Steel. This sensitivity
to the choice of material stems from the fact that the influence
of the Young’s modulus and that of the flexure thickness t2 are
intertwined and affect the balance between kH and kL when de-
termining the longitudinal elongation of the unit (see Eq. 11).
In addition, since the stress localizes at these flexures during
deformation, we can further appreciate how the flexure design
is critical for these structures.

4. Experimental validation

To validate our numerical and theoretical predictions, we
manufacture and test a set of bi-metal specimens. We use water-
jet cutting (OMAX MicroMAX, that produces cuts of 0.3 mm

width) on 3 mm-thick sheets of aluminum (Al-6061-T6) and ti-
tanium (Ti-6-4), and we manually insert the Ti bars into the Al
frame. The specimens are linear arrays of units with dimensions
identical to those of our numerical models (with t1 = 2 mm; re-
fer to Sec. 2 for details). To ensure a sturdy fixation of the two
metals joining at both ends, we conceived a jigsaw-like joint,
inspired by the work of Steeves et al. on low-CTE lattices [17],
where the two metals interlock with a tight fit, as shown in
Fig. 7(a). In particular, we select parameters tJ1 = 4 mm,

Fig. 7: (a) Schematic of the modified structure, featuring jigsaw -like joints de-
signed to provide tight connections between the metals. In addition, a bonding
agent (Loctite E-120 HP Hysol) was deposited at the interface of the metals
(green) to further improve their bonding. (b) Picture of one specimen, with de-
tails highlighting the quality of the water jet cutting and the presence of some
out-of-plane tapering. Please note that male/female connectors are added at
the left and right edges of the arrays, to facilitate their assembly into three-
dimensional structures. Scale bar: 0.5 cm.

lJ1 = 2 mm and lJ2 = 4 mm for the joints. One of our speci-
mens, an array of 10 units, is shown in Fig. 7(b). The detail to
the left shows the top view of one of the junctions. To facilitate
the assembly of multiple specimens, we also add male/female
connectors at the left and right edges of each unit, respectively,
as also shown in Fig. 7(b). From these photos, we can appre-
ciate the precision of the water jet cutting process that, unlike
conventional water jet cutting, does not cause unwanted ma-
terial removal at sharp corners. The detail on the right shows
that water jetting produces some out-of-plane tapering of the
specimen. We manufacture three of these 10 unit arrays; in all
three cases, we bonded high- and low-CTE parts as illustrated
in Fig. 7(a). Three types of bonding strategies are examined.
Specimen 1 is bonded by applying super glue (cyanoacrylate)
on the connectors before assembling the various parts. Spec-
imen 2 is first assembled and then bonded with epoxy (Loc-
tite E-120 HP Hysol) applied on the surface of the structure.
Specimen 3 is bonded by applying the same epoxy glue on the
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Fig. 8: (a) Experimental setup. (b) Representative image acquired from the
thermal camera. The black rectangles indicate areas where the Kapton tape was
placed, and where the average temperature was measured. The temperature of
the specimen is then obtained as Tav = (Tav1 + Tav2 + Tav3 + Tav4)/4. In
this specific case, the total height of the specimen at Tav = 126.4 oC is hT ≈

146 mm.

connectors before assembling them. As shown later, the bond-
ing process affects the quality of the connections and hence the
specimen response.

A sketch of our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 8(a). The
specimens are placed on an Anodized Aluminum plate, which is
directly placed on a hot plate (Thermo Scientific Super-Nuova).
The temperature and deformation of the specimen are measured
via a Longwave Infrared camera (FLIR A655sc). To monitor
the specimen temperature, and to avoid reflections from the
metallic surfaces, we cover parts of the specimen with non-
reflective Kapton tape. Our measurement consists of multiple
steps. First, we heat up the anodized aluminum plate at a de-
sired temperature, that is monitored directly with the thermal
camera. We place our specimen on the aluminum plate, and
we measure the temperature on the Kapton tape patches placed
at the four corners. Fig. 8(b) shows an example of an image
acquired from the thermal camera. The average temperature
was measured in each region within the black rectangles, i.e.,
Tav1, Tav2, Tav3 and Tav4. When the difference between these
averages is below 5 ◦C, we acquire an image and assign it the
average temperature Tav = (Tav1 + Tav2 + Tav3 + Tav4)/4, and we
measure the overall specimen height hT . From hT , we derive
the overall specimen elongation; dividing it by the number of
cells, we obtain the single unit uy at several temperature incre-

ments, and we compare the results with the numerical and the-
oretical predictions. To account for measurement errors, which
can be attributed to frictional effects, dimensional inaccuracy in
measuring lengths from pixelated images, and inhomogeneous
heating, we repeat each experiment three times (this is the bare
minimum for repeatability). Thus, each experimental point in-
dicates the mean of three measured values, and the error bar
represents one standard deviation.

Fig. 9(a) shows the comparison between the experimental re-
sults and those from theory and computations for specimen 3,
where epoxy was applied to bond the metals before assembly.

For this specimen, the results from experiments, computa-

Fig. 9: (a) Comparison between numerical, theoretical and experimental values
representing. the vertical displacement of a single unit of our 10-unit specimen.
(b) Deformed specimens at given temperature values. Scale bar: 1 cm.

tions and theory are in excellent agreement. Fig. 9(b) shows
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Fig. 10: (a) Comparison between the whole array elongation uy, for specimens
1, 2 and 3 at 120 ◦C. Specimen 1 is bonded with a super (cyanoacrylate) glue.
Specimen 2 is bonded by applying epoxy after the manual assembly of various
parts. Specimen 3 is obtained by applying epoxy at the interface between metals
at the junctions before assembly. The horizontal line marks the expansion value
from a numerical simulation assuming perfect bonding. (b) Demonstration of
a three-dimensional thermally-expanding structure with a triangular footprint,
obtained by assembling the three specimens discussed in (a) by means of the
male/female connectors shown in Fig. 7(b). Scale bar: 1 cm.

the temperature-induced deformation with snapshots illustrat-
ing the deformed specimen at various temperatures. To analyze
the effects of the bonding agent (cyanoacrylate versus epoxy)
and bonding strategy (application before versus after the assem-
bly) on the deformation, the experiment is repeated for speci-
mens 1 and 2. Fig. 10(a) shows the comparison between the
total displacement (of all 10 units) of the three specimens at
T = 120 ◦C. The results differ considerably, thereby highlight-
ing the strong influence of the bonding agent and of the tempo-
ral sequence of the application steps. In particular, application
of the epoxy prior to assembly results in the largest overall dis-
placement, a result aligned (albeit slightly higher) with the nu-
merical prediction for the same array. On the other hand, apply-
ing epoxy on the surface of a specimen assembled via frictional
forces produces an imperfect bonding and a lower overall ex-
pansion with respect to the perfectly bonded simulated results.
Finally, cyanoacrylate provides the worse bonding with a re-
sulting overall expansion that is 25% lower than the numerical
prediction.

As a final experiment, we use the same three array specimens
described in Fig. 10(a), each with units assembled with a spe-
cific bonding strategy, to generate a three-dimensional structure
with a triangular footprint, i.e., a triangular prism (Fig. 10(b)).

The connections between the three arrays relies solely on fric-
tion and no bonding agent is used. The specimen is placed in
a heating chamber and heated up to 120 ◦C. From the right
panel of Fig. 10(b), we can see that the specimen expands con-
siderably. While this setup does not allow to accurately quan-
tify the deformation, we can make the following qualitative re-
marks: The vertical expansion is not uniform, i.e. the triangular
faces of the prism do not remain parallel during expansion, as
it would be for an assembly of arrays with identical geometry
and bonding strategy. In contrast, the specimen tilts slightly on
one side, because each array of the triangular layout uses a dis-
tinct bonding strategy that leads to a specific rate of expansion,
as shown in Fig. 10(a). This experiment demonstrates that the
assembly of arrays expanding uniaxially at different rate can
be exploited to generate deformation other than uniaxial, hence
opening up venues to explore other modes of out-of-plane de-
formation.

5. Behavior over lunar temperature ranges

The results shown in the previous sections for temperatures
ranging from 20 ◦C to 130 ◦C highlight that it is possible to
design bi-metallic structures capable of achieving large effec-
tive CTEs. However, special considerations have to be made
when they need to withstand both positive and negative temper-
atures. This scenario becomes relevant in the context of lunar
structures, since the typical temperature on the surface of the
moon ranges from -173 ◦C to 127 ◦C. A famous example of lu-
nar spacecraft is the Surveyor III lander, shown in Fig. 11(a)
(image from NASA). As many space-faring agencies are look-
ing into both human and robotic lunar landers, structures that
harness these predictable day-night temperature shifts to per-
form functions are becoming increasingly relevant, since they
would allow the spacecraft to survive the lunar night or would
allow the spacecraft to deploy a component at the day/night in-
terface using only the temperature change. Some examples of
how these structures could be used in the lunar environment
include passive switches [54] that connect a solar array to a
battery during the day, while removing the connection at night.
This would be designed to save the battery power to enable the
survival of a non-nuclear-powered rover during the lunar night.
They could also be used for deploying or retracting an antenna,
radiator or solar panel to either activate or deactivate them dur-
ing the day/night transition. We also envision that they could
be used as a dust cover for a lunar telescope that only needs
to open during the night, but it then needs to be closed during
the day to protect the mirror from dust accumulation. Here,
we limit ourselves to the preliminary task of using numerical
models to design a structure that expands without plastic defor-
mations over the lunar temperature range. In particular, for our
design, we once again select Al-6061-T6, whose yield stress
is σY = 260 MPa. To provide realistic results that account for
the temperature dependence of the linear coefficient of thermal
expansion α, we consider the temperature-dependent CTE of
the base materials discussed in Appendix B and illustrated in
Fig. B.13.
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Fig. 11: (a) Photo of the surveyor III lander (source: NASA). (b) Undeformed
structure designed to expand over the typical temperature range of the surface
of the moon (-173 ◦C to 127 ◦C). (c,d) Deformed structure at the maximum
daily temperature and the minimum nightly temperature, respectively. (e) This
plot highlights both the overall vertical displacement of the unit, uy and the
maximum von Mises stress recorded during deformation σM . Please note that
this stress is recorded at the shortest flexure, as discussed in Sec. 2, and that it
remains below the Yield stress of aluminum σY = 260 MPa.

The design needs to account for the fact that the structure,
fabricated in a stress-free state at 20 ◦C, has to be able to expand
during the lunar day and contract at night, without developing
stresses that would result into plastic deformation. To achieve
this, we design the structure shown in Fig. 11(b) and we con-

sider this configuration as our stress-free state at 20 ◦C. Note
that, to avoid stresses that exceed the plastic limit of Al-6061-
T6, we use a structure featuring most of the geometrical param-
eters discussed in Section 2; the only exception is the length of
flexure 4, the zone that featured the largest stresses in Fig. 2,
whose length is here doubled to l4 = 2l2. As the temperature
increases to 127 ◦C, the structure behaves as described in the
previous sections: the low-CTE bar constrains the longitudinal
expansion of the high-CTE frame, which expands along the ver-
tical direction, as shown in Fig. 11(c). For decreasing temper-
ature below 20 ◦C, the high-CTE frame shrinks more than the
low-CTE bar. Hence, the structure condenses until it reaches
an almost flat state as shown in Fig. 11(d). The evolution of the
overall vertical displacement of the structure over the tempera-
ture range of interest is illustrated in Fig. 11(e). This figure also
illustrates that both expansion and contraction cause the flex-
ures to experience a state of maximum von Mises stress below
the yield value of σY = 260 MPa, hence ruling out the emer-
gence of any plasticity in our structures.

6. Conclusions

In this article, we demonstrate that it is possible to realize
bi-metallic structures capable of undergoing large deformations
in response to temperature changes. We present a design fea-
turing bulky beams connected by flexures and showed how its
expansion in response to temperature variations is governed by
the constituent material and the choice of geometrical parame-
ters. We propose a theoretical model, validated by experiments,
that takes into account both the kinematics and the elasticity of
the structure. We use the model to investigate the design space
of the structure, varying its geometry and constitutive materi-
als properties. We also use our numerical models to design a
structure that can expand without plastically deforming, over
the temperature ranges typical of the lunar day-night cycle. Our
work lays the groundwork for the development of spacecraft
structures that respond to temperature swings, without having
to rely on motors and gearing. This could be useful for reducing
parts count and increasing reliability of deployable structures.
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Appendix A. Deformed angle (dθ) derivation

This appendix illustrates the derivation of the angle dθ, i.e.,
the end angle of the flexures of type 2 and of the flexures hav-
ing length l4/2 − l6/2 after deformation. This angle is used in
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Section 3.2 to obtain a formula for the total potential energy as
a function of dlH − dlL − ¯dlL.

We first assume that dθ is also equal to the increment in slope
of the line connecting the end points of beam 3, as illustrated in
Fig. A.12. Using trigonometry, we can write:

Fig. A.12: Schematic illustrating a quarter of our structure and the deformed
angle dθ.

dθ = θn−1 − θn =

lL + ux/2
tH + uy/2

−
lL + ux/2 − (dlH − dlL − ¯dlL)

tH + uy/2 + duy/2
, (A.1)

where ux and uy are the total horizontal and vertical displace-
ments of the structure at the previous temperature increment,
lL = l1/2 is the low CTE bar half-length and tH = t3−t2/2−t4/2.
Assuming duy small, an assumption that holds if we consider
structures with large aspect ratios lL/tH and if we consider
small temperature increments ∆T , we can write tH + uy/2 ≈
tH + uy/2 + duy/2. Thus, our angle becomes

dθ =
dlH − dlL − ¯dlL

tH + uy/2
. (A.2)

Appendix B. Temperature-dependent CTE

Here, we report the temperature-dependent coefficients of
thermal expansion for Ti and Al, used in Section 5 to determine
the expansion of one of our structures over the lunar temper-
ature range. These temperature-dependent CTE values for Ti
and Al are shown in Fig. B.13. For Al, the α at T < 20 ◦C
is obtained from Ref. [57], while the values at T > 20 ◦C are
taken from Ref. [58]. For Ti, the α at T < 20 ◦C is also ob-
tained from Ref. [57], while the values at T > 20 ◦C are derived
from Ref. [59]. In our numerical simulations, we use the CTE
data obtained by fitting a third order polynomial through the
various sets of data we found in the literature for each material.
The fitted curves for Ti and Al are shown as continuous lines in
Fig. B.13.
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